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This study aims to find out how much the relationship of concentration with the results of short service precision in badminton games. The method used in this research is descriptive correlative by using Single Correlation analysis. The sampling technique used is simple random sampling on the students who follow badminton SMEs at the University of Education Indonesia as many as 20 people. The results showed that there was a significant correlation between concentration and short service precision in badminton game with moderate correlation level, this was shown with the sig value of 0.046. So it can be concluded that the higher the concentration will be the higher the shortness of the short service or the lower the concentration will be the lower the results of its service accuracy. Based on the results of data processing obtained determination value of 20.3401%, the figure shows the contribution value of concentration to the short service precision on the remaining badminton sport 79.6599% influenced by other factors. For colleagues students who will conduct further research with component conditions Sports psychology to know the relationship to the short service results in badminton games, the authors recommend to try the components of other sports psychological conditions. For future institutions hopefully can provide the latest technology tools for concentration tests that will make it easier for students to examine how much the level of one's concentration.
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